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Abstract

Michaela Plaikner, Christian Kremser, Heinz Zoller1, Werner Jaschke, Benjamin Henninger

Objective: The objective of this study was to evaluate the relationship between
hepatic magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with R2* relaxometry and serum
ferritin in therapy monitoring of patients with iron overload. Further, a possible
influence of the chosen therapy (phlebotomy or chelation) was assessed.
Materials and Methods: We retrospectively evaluated 42 patients with baseline and
follow‑up R2* relaxometry and determination of serum ferritin before and during
therapeutic phlebotomy or iron chelation therapy or watchful waiting, respectively.
Linear regression analysis was used to analyze the correlation between changes
of R2* and serum ferritin. Regression lines for different groups were compared
with analysis of covariance. Results: We found a moderate positive statistical
correlation (r = 0.509) between serum ferritin and R2*, a moderate positive
correlation between absolute R2* changes and serum ferritin changes (r = 0.497),
and a strong correlation for percentage changes (r = 0.712). The correlation analysis
between relative changes of R2* and serum ferritin for the different therapies
resulted in a strong correlation between phlebotomy and chelation (r = 0.855/0.727)
and a moderate for no applied therapy (r = 0.536). In 22/92 paired examinations,
a discordance of R2* and ferritin was found, particularly involving patients under
chelation. Conclusions: Despite the good correlation between serum ferritin and R2*
relaxometry in monitoring iron overload, treatment response may be misinterpreted
when only serum ferritin is considered. Although ferritin is an acceptable and far
cheaper tool for monitoring, MRI should be performed for confirmation, especially
in case of unexpected ferritin changes, particularly under chelation therapy.
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Introduction

D

ifferent methods are available for the assessment
of a patient’s iron status,.[1] Serum ferritin is
one of the most important clinical parameters[2] and
its determination can be seen as a routine laboratory
assay.[3] Despite the previously described positive
correlation between serum ferritin and total iron stores,[4]
there are known confounding factors so that serum[5,6]
can also be elevated in other contexts.[4,7] Consequently,
serum ferritin values only provide a rough indication of
total body iron burden[8] and may not always correlate
with its changes.[9]
The most accurate method to define iron overload is the
estimation of the liver iron concentration (LIC) with its
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linear relation to the total body iron.[10] LIC is increasingly
assessed by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) providing
a fast, noninvasive, and previously well‑investigated and
validated diagnostic method.[11]
To prevent possible severe clinical consequences in
patients with iron overload, an adequate therapeutic
management is required, thereby all the available
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therapies need accurate monitoring, in which serum
ferritin and LIC are the actual parameters of interest.[12]
Some studies have already pointed out that serum ferritin
is a suboptimal parameter to measure the total iron at
any time;[13] nevertheless, its trends are persistently used
to estimate changes in the LIC.[4]
We evaluated the relationship between MRI‑based R2*
relaxometry of the liver and serum ferritin in therapy
monitoring of patients with iron overload. Further,
we investigated a possible influence of different
therapies (phlebotomy or chelation) and other factors,
such as hepatic fat or even the underlying disease.

Materials and Methods
Patients and study design

We retrospectively enrolled 42 patients with iron
overload who were referred to our department between
March 2007 and September 2015 and met the following
inclusion criteria: (1) at least two MRI examinations of
the liver accomplished with the sequences listed below
under therapeutic surveillance and (2) blood testing
including the determination of blood serum iron, ferritin,
transferrin, and transferrin saturation within 60 days of
the MRI examination.
All patients gave their informed consent for any imaging
as well as blood analysis and therapeutic decisions.
Institutional review board approval was granted by
means of a general waiver for studies with retrospective
data analysis (Ethics commission of the Medical
University of Innsbruck, 2009-02-20).
The respective therapy (phlebotomy or chelation)
applied between the two examinations was documented.
If the therapy was interrupted between two MRI
examinations due to an already sufficient adjustment,
not tolerable adverse effects, or even an insufficient
collaboration of the patient, “no therapy” was
documented (“watchful waiting”).
For evaluating changes of hepatic R2* values and
correlation with changes of the laboratory parameters, only
patients with pathological R2* values (>70 1/s) at the time
of their first examination were included, always considering
pairs of consecutive examinations. Furthermore, the
different applied therapies, hepatic fat fractions (FFs),
as well as the underlying disease (hemochromatosis in
terms of a positive human hemochromatosis protein (gene
HFE) positive) or secondary iron overload) were included
into the analysis. Since ferritin levels are variable, we
applied a threshold of 14%, based on the publication of
Pilon et al.,[14] to classify a change of ferritin values as
a real (effective) change. In addition, we have chosen a
threshold of 20 1/s, based on our experience, to classify a
change of R2* as a real change.
2
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Magnetic resonance imaging

MRI
was
performed
using
a
1.5 T
MR
scanner (Magnetom Avanto, Siemens Healthcare
Sector, Erlangen, Germany) with an 8‑channel body
phased‑array surface coil. R2* values were obtained
using a fat‑saturated (frequency‑selective fat saturation
as provided by the manufacturer), multigradient
echo (GRE) sequence with 12 echoes (TR = 200 ms;
TE‑initial = 0.99 ms; Delta‑TE = 1.41 ms; 12 echoes;
flip‑angle: 20°). During one breath‑hold, a 10‑mm
single‑transversal slice (acquisition matrix: 128 × 128;
field of view (FOV): 380 mm × 380 mm) was acquired;
the acquisition was repeated for five different slice
positions. The fatty degeneration of the liver parenchyma
was evaluated by performing a chemical shift‑based
imaging method composed of a two‑dimensional
T1‑weighted
transverse‑spoiled
GRE
sequence
(fast low‑angle shot‑FLASH) in opposed‑phase (OP) and
in‑phase (IP) (TE1: 2.37 ms, TE2: 5.05 ms, TR: 103, flip
angle: 70°, matrix: 256 × 192, FOV: 300 mm × 400 mm,
slice thickness: 5 mm) as provided by the manufacturer
of the MRI. Image analysis was performed independently
by a radiologist (region of interest [ROI] placement) and
a physicist (calculation of R2* and FF maps). Offline
postprocessing included quantitative image analysis using
ImageJ software (Wayne Rasband, National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). R2* maps were calculated
from the magnitude images by pixel‑wise fitting with
a truncation model[15] using a custom‑written ImageJ
plugin. Later, echo times were manually excluded from
the fit when the signal in the respective image dropped
below the noise level and stayed approximately constant
for further echo times.[16] Three ROIs were placed in the
subcapsular liver parenchyma of one transverse section
on a level with the portal vein (two in the right lobe
and one in the left lobe) for both sequences at identical
positions. ROIs had a diameter in the order of 12 mm
with an area of around 1.1 cm2 and were carefully
placed to avoid major vessels and movement artifacts
or possible focal lesions. The mean R2* was calculated
using the three ROI measurements. Furthermore, the FF
was calculated by correcting the IP and OP signals for
R2*decay using a global mean R2* value as obtained
from the above R2* maps. The FF was then calculated
using the following formula: FF = (IP − OP)/(2*IP) with
subsequent correction for T1 bias. A FF higher than
5.6% was determined to be abnormal and to indicate
hepatic steatosis.[17] For abnormal iron deposition, R2*
was defined as pathologic using a threshold of 70 1/s
according to the reference values of the literature.[18,19]
Serum parameters

The laboratory parameters (serum ferritin, serum
transferrin, and transferrin saturation) were determined
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in peripheral venous blood. Normal values for serum
ferritin lie between 15 and 150 ng/ml, for serum
transferrin between 200 and 360 mg/dl, and for
transferrin saturation between 16% and 45%.[20]
Statistical analysis

Statistical calculations were performed using the R
Project for Statistical Computing (R Development Core
Team [2006], Vienna, Austria, URL: http://www.R‑project.
org, Version 3.2.5). To analyze the relationship between
changes of R2* and different parameters, linear regression
analysis was performed by fitting a simple linear model
to the data. In this case, the obtained coefficient of
determination R² corresponds to the square of Pearson’s
correlation coefficient r, which is subsequently specified
for our data. In addition, also the Spearman’s correlation
coefficient rho was calculated for data, which showed
marked outliers. To compare regression lines for different
groups, analysis of covariance was used. The results were
considered statistically significant when P < 0.05.

Results
A total of 42 patients (28 males and 14 females; age
range: 10–80 years, mean age: 48.10 years) were enrolled.
About 19/42 had HFE‑associated hemochromatosis,
3/42 aceruloplasminemia, and 20/42 were affected from
secondary iron overload due to various reasons including
dysmetabolic iron overload syndrome, repeated transfusion
therapies due to various underlying diseases, as well as
repeated iron infusions in the context of hemodialysis.
Twenty‑seven patients had two and 15 patients had more
than two follow‑up examinations including MRI and blood
analysis, respectively. Of the 15 patients with more than
two consecutive examinations, five patients had three, four
patients had four, two patients had five, one patient had
nine and three patients had 10 follow‑up examinations.
This resulted in a total of 92 paired examinations, whereby
27 paired examinations were from 27 patients, 10 from five
patients, 12 from four patients, 8 from two patients, 8 from
1 patient, and 27 paired exams from three patients. The
maximum time interval between hepatic R2* determination
and laboratory analysis was 60 days (average time interval:
7.3 days), whereby 27 patients had imaging and the
laboratory examination on the same day.
The mean liver R2* value was 284.65 1/s (median:
219.03, range: 74–948). All patients had significant
iron overload (R2* >70 1/s) at the time of their first
examination. About 13/42 patients had concomitant
hepatic steatosis. Detailed information for patients with
hepatic iron and concomitant fat is provided in Table 1.
Altogether, 21 patients were treated with phlebotomy,
12 patients received a chelation therapy, and nine
patients were handled with no therapy (“watchful

waiting”). Among 18/42 patients, R2* values
normalized (R2* <=70 1/s) during the course of therapy.
The relation between liver R2* (1/s) and serum ferritin
values (ng/ml) for all patients and examinations is
shown in Figure 1. A moderate positive, statistically
significant correlation of r = 0.509 (P < 0.001) and
rho = 0.624 (P < 0.001) was found.
The relation between absolute changes as well as
percentage changes of liver R2* values and ferritin
for each pair of consecutive examinations (n = 92) is
shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Thereby, an
almost moderate correlation between absolute R2*
changes and absolute ferritin changes (r = 0.497,
P < 0.001; rho = 0.626, P < 0.001) and a strong
correlation (r = 0.712, P < 0.001; rho = 0.759,
P < 0.001) for percentage changes were found.
As described in materials and methods section, a threshold
of 14% was used to classify a change of ferritin values
as a real (effective) change and a threshold of 20 1/s to
classify a change of R2* as a real change. With this, in
41/92 consecutive examinations, a concurrent decrease
of R2* and serum ferritin was observed; hepatic
steatosis was found for 12 of these 41 examinations.
About 29/92 consecutive examinations showed stable or
increased R2* and serum ferritin values. In none of these
patients, hepatic steatosis was found. For 12 consecutive
examinations (associated with 8/42 patients), R2*
decreased and ferritin either stayed stable or increased
and, in three of these cases, a pathological fat content was
found. Finally, in ten consecutive examinations (associated
with 9/42 patients), R2* was stable or increased and
ferritin decreased, whereby three patients had hepatic
steatosis. In total, thus for 22 paired examinations (23.9%),
a discordance between ferritin and R2* was found.

Figure 1: Correlation between liver R2* values and serum ferritin values
of all patients and examinations. The solid line represents the best linear
fit to the data; the dotted lines correspond to the 95% confidence interval
of the linear regression.
Journal of Clinical Imaging Science ¦ Volume 8 ¦ 2018
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Figure 2: Correlation between absolute changes of pathological liver R2*
values and ferritin changes. Only pairs of consecutive examinations and
only patients with R2* >70 1/s at their first examination were considered.
The solid line represents the best linear fit to the data; the dotted lines
correspond to the 95% confidence interval of the linear regression.
Negative values represent an increase of the respective value between
examinations.

Table 1: R2* and fat fraction values for patients with a
pathological R2* (>70 1/s) and an increased hepatic fat
fraction (>5.6%)

Patient
Age
R2* (1/s)
1
57
771.33
2
50
100.67
3
70
117.7
4
54
171
5
46
151.57
6
33
948.63
7
43
115.23
8
71
113.9
9
63
299.87
10
51
81.37
11
24
402.53
12
32
927.57
13
53
223.6
R2* (1/s): R2* relaxation rate, FF: Fat fraction

FF (%)
19
28.56
7.71
7.38
15.59
20.83
6.27
6.83
10.55
18.6
8.65
21.44
12.51

By defining cases with both a decrease in R2* and
serum ferritin as true positive, cases with a stable or
increasing R2* and serum ferritin as true negative, cases
with stable or increasing ferritin, but decreasing R2*
as false positive, and cases with decreasing ferritin but
stable or increasing R2* as false negative, we obtain a
specificity of 0.707, a sensitivity of 0.804, a positive
predictive value of 0.774, and an accuracy of 76%.
Table 2 summarizes all individual true‑ and
false‑positive results as well as true‑ and false‑negative
results (number of examinations) regarding the
three therapeutic possibilities based on the above
definitions (e.g., a stable or increasing R2* and serum
ferritin were defined as true negative).
4
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Figure 3: Correlation between relative changes of hepatic R2*
measurements and serum ferritin levels. Only pairs of consecutive
examinations and only patients with R2* >70 1/s at their first examination
were taken into account. The solid line represents the best linear fit to the
data. The dotted lines correspond to the 95% confidence interval of the linear
regression and the dashed lines represent the variability of ferritin (±14%)
which was used to accept a real change of this parameter. Negative values
represent an increase of the respective value between examinations.

Figure 4a and b shows examples of liver R2* and
ferritin time courses for two different patients during
therapy.
Comparison of R2* and transferrin values resulted in
a weak negative correlation (r = −0.342, P < 0,001).
Analysis of the relative changes of transferrin values
with changes of pathological R2* showed a moderate
negative correlation (−0.513, P < 0.001). A weak
correlation was found between liver R2* and transferrin
saturation (r = 0.163, P = 0.0457). Considering
the relative changes of these two parameters, no
improvement was observed (r = 0.164, P = 0.119).
Figure 5 depicts the particular therapy which was
applied between the respective consecutive examinations
for each data point of Figure 3.
In 26/92 data points, the therapy consisted of
phlebotomy, in 44/92 of chelation, and, in 22/92 cases,
no therapy (watchful waiting) was applied. Analyzing
the relation between relative changes of pathological
liver R2* values and relative ferritin changes taking
into account the different applied therapies, we found
a strong correlation for phlebotomy (r = 0.855,
P < 0.001), a strong correlation for chelation (r = 0.727,
P < 0.001), and a moderate correlation for no applied
therapy (watchful waiting) (r = 0.536, P = 0.0102).
No significant difference with respect to slope and
intercept was found between the linear regression
models of phlebotomy and chelation; however, there
was a significant difference for the intercept between
phlebotomy and no therapy (P = 0.0043) as well as
chelation and no therapy (P = 0.0016).
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a

b

Figure 4: (a) Ferritin and R2* values over time in one patient with HFE‑associated hemochromatosis treated with phlebotomy – no relevant differences
in the time course between ferritin and R2* values are found.(b) Ferritin and R2* values over time in another patient with iron overload due to
aceruloplasminemia treated with chelation. Discrepancies with opposite gradients between ferritin and R2* are seen in this patient.

Table 2: Number of true‑positive and false‑positive
classifications as well as true‑ and false‑negative
classifications regarding ferritin and R2* changes for the
three therapeutic possibilities

Phlebotomy
Chelation
No therapy
TP
15
21
5
TN
6
12
11
FP
1
8
3
FN
4
3
3
To count any change of ferritin or R2* as effective change, a threshold
of 14% was used for ferritin and 20 1/s for R2*, respectively. TP: True
positive, ferritin and R2* decrease, TN: Ferritin and R2* increase or
stable, FP: Ferritin increase or stable and R2* decrease, FN: Ferritin
decrease und R2* increase or stable
Figure 5: Correlation between relative changes of hepatic R2*
measurements and serum ferritin levels. In this figure, the same data as
in Figure 3 are shown; however, taking into account the different applied
therapies, the shown lines represent the best linear fit to the respective
data: dashed line – phlebotomy data; dash‑dotted line – chelation; and
dotted line – no therapy.

Calculating the linear regression between relative
ferritin change and relative R2* change in patients
with and without a hepatic steatosis did not result in a
significant difference (no fat: r = 0.718 [P < 0.001],
fat: r = 0.503 [P = 0.0796]; significance of difference
in the slope: P =0.698 and significance of difference
in the intercept: P =0.078). Between patients with
and without HFE‑associated hemochromatosis, the
linear regression between relative ferritin change and
relative R2* change also did not show a significant
difference (HFE negative r = 0.631 (P < 0.001), HFE
positive r = 0.795 (P < 0.001), significance of difference
in the slope: P =0.139, and significance of difference in
the intercept: P =0.35).

Discussion
Quantifying hepatic iron by means of MRI is proposed
as the method of choice for treatment monitoring of
iron overload due to the known linear correlation of

LIC with total body iron.[10] Even though hepatic iron
quantification with MRI has already been proven to be
a very reliable method, serum ferritin is still frequently
used for monitoring therapy in a clinical setting.[21] The
purpose of our study was to compare the relationship of
R2* relaxometry with clinical biochemical parameters
as used in our clinical setting in treated patients under
monitoring (including watchful waiting).
We found a strong correlation between relative R2*
and ferritin changes for patients receiving phlebotomy
and chelation and a moderate correlation when no
therapy (watchful waiting) was applied. However,
in 22 of 92 paired examinations, a discordance of
R2* and ferritin was found. in 12 examinations, R2*
decreased and ferritin either stayed stable or increased
and, in 10 examinations, R2* was stable or increased
and ferritin decreased. Only relying on ferritin changes
alone, this could have led to an unnecessary increase
in treatment (overtreatment) in 21% of the associated
patients or to a reduction in treatment (undertreatment)
in 19% of the patients during some point of therapy.
This has a crucial impact on clinical management and
should be considered as an even more important result
than the direct correlation between R2* and ferritin
Journal of Clinical Imaging Science ¦ Volume 8 ¦ 2018
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changes. Especially in patients with unexpected ferritin
changes under therapy, that might be interpreted as a
failure, and hence MRI with R2* should be considered
for confirmation. Puliyel et al.,[22] used a very similar
approach comparing R2* values with laboratory
parameters. Their study concluded that neither ferritin
nor the change in ferritin showed accurate concordance
with LIC or changes of LIC and should therefore be
interpreted with caution when used to draw clinical
decisions such as adjusting chelation management
in chronically transfused patients. Porter et al.,[23]
concluded in a recent study that instead of using serum
ferritin trends alone, the use of liver MRI is preferable
to differentiate true from apparent nonresponders to
deferasirox.
Rombout‑Sestrienkova et al.,[24] postulated that depending
on the treatment procedure, blood iron parameters can
change differently. To the best of our knowledge, no study
evaluated different therapies (phlebotomy vs. chelation)
with respect to monitoring by ferritin or R2* relaxometry.
We could show a strong correlation of relative serum
ferritin and hepatic R2* changes for phlebotomy and
chelation, but only a moderate correlation when no
therapy was conducted (watchful waiting). No significant
difference between phlebotomy and chelation but a
significant difference between phlebotomy/chelation and
no therapy (watchful waiting) was found. Interestingly,
we found an increase or stable ferritin with a decrease
of R2* in eight examinations under chelation but in only
two examinations under phlebotomy. This implies that
especially when dealing with chelation, R2* of the liver
should be performed in cases with unexpected increase of
ferritin. Beutler et al.,[25] pointed out that when effective
chelation therapy is started, the serum ferritin falls more
rapidly than body iron. This may be in some extent due
to the improvement in liver function and on the other
hand because ferritin may predominantly reflect reticular
endothelial iron rather than parenchymal iron in the liver
and other organs.[26]
Moreover, the underlying disease should also be
considered. The study by Puliyel et al.,[22] did only include
patients with secondary iron overload (chronically
transfused patients, predominantly with thalassemia
and sickle syndromes), while our study also considered
patients with primary iron overload (hereditary
hemochromatosis). Both patient groups may differ
from each other in severity, course of disease, and even
therapeutic possibilities as well as therapeutic response.
Nevertheless, we found no significant difference
between patients with primary and secondary iron
overload, which implies that the underlying disease does
not determine the choice of the therapy monitoring tool.
6
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Transferrin saturation is highly valuable for the
diagnosis of hereditary iron overload.[27] Wood et al.,[11]
described transferrin and transferrin saturation as
valuable in tracking the therapeutic response to
iron removal therapies. However, due to the many
shortcomings, their use as a sole marker for chelator
efficacy is not recommended. Our correlation analysis
between hepatic R2* values and transferrin showed
a weak negative correlation based on the absolute
changes, improving to a moderate negative correlation
regarding the relative changes. Transferrin saturation
revealed a weak positive correlation for absolute
as well as relative changes. This may be because
transferrin can also be influenced by confounding
factors and many chronically transfused patients have
fully saturated transferrin, making it unsuitable for
adequate measurement in the follow‑up.
Steatosis is a common co‑factor in liver injury in
patients with iron overload.[28,29] Powell et al.,[30] stated
that these patients go along with higher serum ferritin
levels and experience an acceleration of liver injury.
Recently, Idilman et al.,[31] indicated that in conventional
MRI, the detection and quantification of iron and
fat becomes difficult because, for example, IP and
out‑of‑phase images can cause diagnostic confusion.
We systematically analyzed the simultaneous incidence
of steatosis in patients with manifest iron overload and
found 30% (13/42) concomitant steatohepatitis (SH). We
found no significant differences regarding relative ferritin
change versus relative R2* change in patients with and
without concomitant steatosis. Therefore, hepatic fat
does not seem to influence ferritin measurements for
monitoring iron overload. This study did not focus on
a possible inflammatory component as in nonalcoholic
SH (NASH). We are aware of this limitation, but the
diagnosis of NASH is based on criteria that were not
available for our study.
Another limitation that should be addressed is the fact
that the MRI measurement of LIC and the laboratory
test was not on the same day in all patients. Although
27/50 patients had MRI and the laboratory analysis
on the same day, the maximum tolerated interval
was 60 days. Furthermore, no liver biopsies have
been performed due to their invasive characteristic
with known limitations such as hemorrhage risk
and sampling errors.[32] Therefore, no histological
verification/correlation of LIC measurements was
carried out. Last but not the least, as described in detail,
we included 42 patients and evaluated the change from
one examination to the subsequent examination so that
altogether 92 paired examinations could be analyzed.
This means that as presented in the results’ part some
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of the paired examinations were derived from follow‑up
examinations of the same patients. Thereby, for example,
the three patients with aceruloplasminemia treated with
chelation who underwent ten follow‑up examinations
accounted for 27 of all the 92 paired examinations.
However, as treatment decisions are based on changes
of ferritin or R2* between consecutive examinations,
this fact should not influence our results.

9.
10.

11.
12.

Conclusions
A good correlation was observed between serum ferritin
and MRI R2* relaxometry in monitoring iron overload.
Nevertheless, in 22/92 (23.9%) examinations, taking
only serum ferritin into account would have let to a
misinterpretation of the used therapy. Further, neither
hepatic fat nor the underlying disease had an influence
on the correlation between ferritin changes under
therapy and R2*. In general, ferritin is an acceptable
and far cheaper tool for monitoring iron overload, but
should be used with caution. MRI should be performed
for confirmation, especially in the case of unexpected
ferritin changes under therapy, particularly in patients
treated with chelation.
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